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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an investþtion of three Canadian novels. The thesis examines
Idargaret Atwood's The Flandmaid's Tale, Timothy Findtey's Not Wanted On The Vol¡age,
and Robert Kroetsch's What The Crow Said in relation to structural paradigms established
by Tzvetan Todorov and Sigmund Freud. The investþation will follow the method of
anaþsis dweloped by Tanetan Todorov in The Fantastic: A Sbuctural AÍrFroach To A
Literary Güre. This stucturalist method allows for an anaþsis of texts within the
boundaries of "The Fantastic" geffe, which includes the neighboring geffes of "The
fJnoanny" and "The Marvelous". "The Fantastic" is a name Sven to a kind of literahre, to
a literary genre. When we examine works of literature from the perspective of genre, we
cngage in a particular enterprise. We discover a princþle operative in a number of texts,
rather than what is specific about each of them. Gerues are preciseþ those relay-points by
which the work assumcs a relation wittr the universe of literafire. Tho method of analysis
dweloped by Sigmund Freud in Art and Literature -- specificalþ in his essay titled "The
IJncatuty"-- modifies TodoroVs paradigms. Freud's paradigms help to place the text within
a psychoanalytic perspectiw.

I will argue that each text employs specific paradigms of "The Fantastic" genls as a
sfiatery for the text's framework. ûftentimes "The Fantastic" is a pretext for some critical
end - some social position -- offering a kind of social commmtary on power, politics,
phallocentrism and logocentrism. The reader discovers that a fantastic tert's ontolory
explores questions of epistemolory; this exploration challenges the reader to grasp what
such a narrativo stratery signifies.
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Why do people all over the world and at all
times, want marvels that defy all verifiable
fact? And are the mawels brought into
being by their desire, or is their desire an
assurance rising from some deep
knowledge, not to be directly experiørced
and questioned, that the marvelous is indeed
an aspect of the real? (Fifth Business 234)

The most interesting things are not laws but exceptions. (Julio cortazar)



The word "genre" defines a category or grouping of things that share certain

common characteristics. A genre may be identified by something as evident as its visual

medium; a film ditrers ûom a poem. Critics who define specífic gerires come up with

ta¡<onomies of characteristics that define the differences between geffes; but inevitably the

boundaries begn to blur. As these borders betwee¡r geffes become less apparent (and

ultimateþ as the disparities between singular texts become less and less), we must elaborate

more. We must do this in order to determine what the special nature of the text is. We

may ask ourselves, for example, what distinguishes a short story from a novella? O¡rce we

sift through the available information - identiSing the common characteristics and then

explicating the differences -- we resolve questions of genre that will help us see the text we

are studying more clearþ.

Holmarq in A Handbook to Literaturq attempts to define what a genre means. He

states "genre" is a term used in literary criticism

'..to designate the distinct t¡pes of categories into which literary worls are grouped
according to form or technique or, sometimes, subject matter. The term comes
from French...it means "kind" or "t5rye". In its cusiomary application it is used
looseþ, since the varieties of literary "kin6r" and the principles on which they are
made are numerous. r

Holman notes the customary, loose usage of "genre" is problemati a;TzvetanTodoro,y's

approach to gøue is less concerned with efymolory - and more concerned with how a

genre firnctions. Holman's definition explains únt principles governing genres are

"numerous" -- since there are an infinite number of combinations of forms, techniques, and

subject matters performing in uny one individual text. Possibly a single execution of one

combination or pattern might offer a formula for a specific geffe. Todorov argues that the

exponential nature of literary texts constantly challenges these formr¡laic genres. Todorov

would sympathize with a graduate studenü as he attempts to assimilate a geffe, new texts
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keep being written. unless he reads several books a day,he will never manage to absorb

them all.

Holman's subsequent assertions extend the relationship of gemes and texts to their

logical outcome: classification. The practice of critics is to classi$ geffes, he states,

because that is how one makes sørse of a specific work -- in relation to others of similar

strucfiue. Holman's discussion of genre classification shows the evolution of the studv

from historical to contemporary:

Genre classification implies that there are groups of formal or technical
characteristics existing:rmong works of thã same generic ',kind', regardless of time
or place of composition, author, or subject -utt"t; and that these ciaracteristios,
when they define a particular goup of works, are of basic significance in talking
about litcrary arf. Prior to tho Rom,a¡,rtic Age in England therÊ was a tendency to
assume that literary "kinds" had an ideal existenæ *d obeyed ulaws in kind,,, these
laws being criteria by which works could be judged. In tlre Romantic Age, genre
distinctions were often looked upon mereþ as restatements of conventions that
w€re sr¡spect. Today critics frequently regard geffe distinctions as usefrrl
descriptive devices but rather arbitarv ones. z-

We know a novel differs from a novella; the reason we know this støns from
culhraf socd and historical experiences tlut have shaped our assumptions. Every

indívidual text belongs to a class of similar texts, and not only the sinrilarities, but also the

differences heþ refine the criteria by which we might define it. The range of shared

characteristics between individual texts may be few, or many and varied. Hence, we might
classifr The Handmaid's Tale and 1984 as dystopian fiction. yet, onþ The Flandmaid,s

Tale can be classified canadian. In the same veirç only l9B4 can be classified as a British

novel. We might see this relationship as follows:

text ----) class of similar texts ----> ri*itur-v.t-ffi,ènno øt riã
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Once we have thought through the process that distinguishes texts from other texts, we

Etúw a precarious field of endeavour where we are in danger of dweloping prescriptive

rules and principles to such an extent that no two texts can ever be classed together.

Yet this situation is not altogether ñrtile. At the same time that we are making

works of literature analogous by grouping theûL we identi$r certain things out of which we

can develop a workable theory. Whether that theory is sustainable depends on the texts in
question. As a case in point, we may be able to create a workable theory about the British

Gothic novel. The body of literature has been placed; it is located in one geographic area -
- Britain. It has been produced in the past during the late eighteenth century. The texfs are

written in English only -- though we know the Gothic novel spread to literahues of many

other countries. Certain elements such as tap doors, catacombs, and ghosts identify the

Gothic text' The authors writing the genre are now dead and cease to produce any new

texts' With all of these conditioru in mind, we might configure a geffe theory based on the

British Gothic novel with the texts available to us.

Jonathon Culler states that geffe classification is a way of naturalizing texts. He

defines genres as classes

"'which have been frmctional in the processes of reading and uiriting; the sets of
expeotations which havc enabled readers to naturalize texts and give them a relation
to the world or, if one prefers to look at it another way, the porribl" functions of
language which were availabre to writers of any gven perioá. ¡

culler suggests gerire study and classification servcs to estahlish a cornmon ground for any

gven set of texts. h this thesis, I wish to look at the texts writtefl by Timotlry Findley,

Robert Kroctsclt, and Margaret Atwood. The texts belong to a field we call Canadian

Literatrue. Because the texts or the authors share some common vision - that critics

acknowledge and identis - they are recognized as canadian. Beyond tha! they share

other characteristics that define them as Canadian. one wident relationship between

Robcrt Kroctsch, Margaret Atwood, and Timothy Findtey is that they werc all born in
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Canada' Birfiuight is mereþ one factor. other athibutes of the novel" such as a Canadian

fheme, will characterize it as part of the Canadian genre.

The methods of structuralist anaþsis are useñrl in the study of genres. A
stuchualist anaþsis attempts to find a place for a text in a class of similar texts -- but also

explicates the text at the same time. Strucnnalist theory has influenced the Russian critic

Tn¡etan Todorov. His ideas about literary texfs come from an attsrnptto classi$r texts

within larger frameworks -- such as social themes or historical patterns. Structuralism

attempts to see literary conventions and forms as a system of codes ttuq in furn, disclose

meaning in the text.

According to Iæonard Orrin A Dctiona{v of Criticat Theory, sfucturalist studies

historically have concentated on prose fiction. obviously, the novel has generated the

greatest amor¡nt of structrualist criticisnr, since it rernains the dominant form of prose

fiction. According to Orr, strucfuralism

...sees literary conventions and forms as constituting a system of codes that
cont¡ibute and 

-convey 
meaning. The special interest here is on the organization

and fiurction of distinctiveþ literary elements, on how meaning is conieyed rather
than what meaning is conveyed on how a literary dwice o, *ä geffe ärnctions
rather tlnn how it imitates an external reality - "*pr"u."s 

an internal fecling. a

Structuralist methodolory forms the basis of Ta¿etan Todorovs work entitled The

. One criticism of structuralism

addressed by Todorovin his study is that the theory places prescriptivg pre-existing

notions on texts that may very well be trying to change that notion. How might

stucturalism address the use of experimental forms in writing if the focus is on pre-existing

notions? Todorov shows how a new text can alter the content and form of a genre beyond

the limitations of existing texts. Further, Todorov addresses the way in which the

epherneral nahue of literahlre challenges structrualist theory's capacity to cope with

experimental forms in uniting.



Tzvetan Todoror/s analysis of the "fantastic" gerue in prose fictio4 particglarþ the

novel, in his major work titled

Genre, offers a useñrl method for reading texts that fall outside the parameter of realist

fiction' I will use Todoror/s struchlralist paradigms to explicate three texts of Can¿dian

fiction. My thesis will examine three contemporary Canadian texfs: Robert Kroetsch,s

What The Crow Sai4 Timothy Findley's Not Wanted On The Vo)¡age, and Margaret

Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale. The anaþsis of the novels in question will be shaped by

two major critical ideas: Todoror/s notions of the fantastic, the marvelous, the

supernatural, and the uncanny as expressed in his work The Fantastic: A Struchual

Aporoach To A Literar.v Genre and Freud's notion of "Das Unheimtich,, as expressed in his

essay "The lJncanny" in Art and üterature. I witl argue that each text employs specific

paradigms of the fantastic geffe as a shategr for the text,s framework.

Not much has been written on the topics of the mawelous, the fantastic, and the

uncanny in Canadian Fiction' Except for Margot Northey's book The Haunted Wilderness,

which addresses the fantastic in supplernent to the grotesque, few critics have chosen to

discuss these elements in canadian fiction. For instance, Todoror/s criticar discussion of
the fantastic geffe fails to cite a singte Canadian text, though his pre-1975, Eurocentic

view of the geffe may account for this deficiency.

Specificalþ, I will address Todoroüs and Freud's critical approaches. Drawing

from their critical framework, I will first examine and explain their paradigms, then show

how these paradigms -- and the generic distinctions under which they operate -- can be

applied to the Canadian texts r¡nder investigation. Deating with the paradigms in fids way I
will propose definitions for the pu{pose of the study. subsequentþ, these definitions will
help inform the investigation.

To make the "fantastic" genre a usefü category it is important to know ttre

ontologr of each text as a discrete unit instead of as an amalgam of its qystems and codes.

For example, if an opening scene hints at a character emerging from a dream-like state.
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then a suspension of belief in ttre plot might be necessary: is he dreaming or is it real? The

fexfs ontolory is the assumed systun of beließ established in the infroduction that

consequentty operates toward closure of the text. For example, in an uncanny text such as

Atwood's Thc Handmaid's Tate, unicoms and fairies are not characteristic of the text,s

ontolory. Yet unicorns and fairies are essential to the ontologr of Findley's Not wanted

On The Vo]¡age. The establishment of the text's ontolory is paramount to TodoroVs

theory as the text moves toward a uniform closure. If the ontolory is not unifonrL then the

effect of the fantastic text is undermined. In a detective story by Sherlock Holmes, the

text's ontolory does not allow for the figure of a dragon to become a potential killer. Such

a character wor¡ld negafe the intigue which has its origins in crimes of humanify; the

human interaction exhibits the extrernes of human nature. Yet in the story of The Knigfits

Of The Round Table, a ramp4ging dragon is an almost expected element of the text's

ontologr. Each fantastic text introduces its own ontolory and maintains it toward closure.

To understand the laws of a genre, it is necessary to coruider a wide sample of
literature within that genre. One author of one era may onty give a limited version of the

generic code' Choosing the sample is as complicated as formulating the nrles governing

the genre once fhe data has been compiled. Furttrerïnore, the rrles governing a genre are

open-ended as long as anyone still chooses to produce nerv works within the genre's

boundary because each new work has the potential to extend fhat genre's boundary. Such

change and evolution poses problems for the theorisf and imposes limitations upon the

degree to which any definition of a gen-re can be trusted to be reliable over a long period of
time.

Critics have difficulty ctassifying fantastic texts when they either attempt to be too

inclusive or too restrictive. The goal of the critic should be to come to know the onûologr

of the text as a discrete unit. That usualty invofues distinguishing between the limits of the

human world and the start of the supernahral world. For the purposes of this discussion,

the ontologr of the text will be est¿blished by distinguishing the primary world -- the
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human world -- from the secondary world which exfends past human experience into the

supernatural. For the purposes of this discussior¡ the primary world will be defined as the

human world - the palpable and ineluctable world of weryday experience -- and the

secondary world will be defined as the supernatural world.

Todorov discusses the question of genre in his work The Fantastic: A Structural

Approach To A Literary Genre. He claims that a granrmar of literary forms is as necessary

as a grarlrmar of narrative itsetf. Alt writir¡g takes place in the light of other writing and

represents a response to the world of writing that pre-exists it. As Todorov points ou! the

literary gen-re is not only generated by the pre-existing notion of what a novel is, but it can

also change that notioq and so itself generate a modified one. The genre therefore does

not altogether observe a prescriptive pattern.

Nevertheless, a world without a theory of genre is unthinkable, and wrtrue to

experience. 'We can tetl the difference between a comedy and a tragedy, even if those

terms are not as precise and as exclusive as we might wish them to be. The definition of
geffes' Todorov concludes, cannot be fixed: there is a continual oscillation between the

description of facts and the absfraction of theory.

For instance, Todorov describes the genre of the fantastic as bounded by the

neighboring genres of the unc¿mny and the man¡elous but never shaying into either regior¡
however much a reader's interpretation may be drawn in one direction or the other. The

reader's hesitation when it comes to assigning events to the real world or the world of the

supernatual creates skepticism. This is filrther complicated by the protagonist whom the

rcader follows through the text. The reader then interprets the reality that befalls the

protagonist' The fantastic gerire fluctu¿tes in this reckoning of the real or the unreat. onfu
fhe text's closure determines the placement of the text within the fantastic genre.

Thus when a reader approaches a novel and understands it to belong to the geme

of the fantastic, he expects the narration of a stange even! but he is also committed to a
certain way of reading it: to allow an allegorical or poetical reading of the events would
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normalize thern, but it would also dispose of them. So the hesitation between reading

events in the text as nafural or as supernatur4 an uncertainty which the narration both

creates and requires, must be repeated in the responses of the character the narration

describes, and then echoed in the culturalþ available alternatives for a reader,s response.

At the end of the sÛory the reader is able fo resolve his hesitation by optíng to classiff the

wents of the story in one or other of the neighboring areas, the uncanny or the marvelous,

depending on the way in which he feels matters have been resolved, and according to a
scale that Todorov cites as follows:

IJltimateþ, Todorov argues, the role of the fantastic has always been to set that which is
ureal" -- capable of rational explanation -- against that which is imaginary or supernatural.

Flence it can only exist as a geffe in terms of thaf simple dichotomy. The terms of the

dichotomy can be set in doubt by asking the question ,,...are these wents real or
imaginaryt" and logicalty ".'.how can we be sure?" . The art of indecision holds that

precarious balance. only by a reading towards closure of the text will indecision be

resofued.

Todorovs analytic model relies exclusiveþ on the hesitation felt by the reader -- in
lþht of "naftiral" or "unnatural" larvs acting upon the characters in the text. The hesit¿tion

may be resolved as the rcader acknowledges the went to be configgred as an illusion.

Furthermore, a fantastic novel requires a cerfain way of reading. suspending the norms of
hesitation merely shifrs the work to a pureþ poetical or allegorical reading. The fantastic

ge'nre's role is to idørti$ singutar interpretations inside fictive forms of the uncanny, fhe

fantastic, or the man¡elous.

fantastic-
uncanny

fantastic-
marvelor¡s

pure
marwelous
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The content of the fantastic text heþs establish the belief system -- the ontolory -
but the form of the fantastic text prompts another question. Todorot's model heþs answer

the question "what is the fant¿stic?", but the text's form raises a different question: ,,why

the fantastic?". The first question dealt with the sftucture of the genre: the second one

deals with its functions. Answering the question "tvhv?'serves to bring the text toward the

viewpoint of literature in genera! or even of social life. If literature mirrors reality, then

fhere must be a reason to write a fantastic text.

If we are looking at fhe larger perspective of literature and society, then Freud's

theory of "Das Unheimliche" -- f.he uncanny -- can shed some light on TocloroVs model.

Freud, in his essay "The lJncanny" states:

The uncanny is undoubtedþ related to what is frightening -- to what arouses dread
and horror; eqlalþ certainþ, too, the word is not-always used in a clearþ definable
sense' so fhat it tends to coincide wittr what excites fear in general. yet we may
expect that a special core of feeling is present which justifiei the use of a special
conceptual term' One is curious to know what this common core is which allows
us to distinguish as "uncanny" certain thins which lie within the ûeld of what is
ûighûening.5

The essay describes how the German word "heimlich" tanslates roughþ to the word

"home" in English. The word "unheimlich" then connotes something out of the home or

apart from the home. Freud's psychoanalytic writings show how children are influenced by
homeþ and unhomely wørts in their dweloping years. Hence, that which is safe and

happy is homeþ and those experiences that are unhomeþ are unsafe and unhappy.

Childhood fears then influence the structuring of stories and literature since, as Freud

argues, characterization in fiction mirrors real wents. Reflecting these dreadfi¡l

experiences, fiction arouses fear from the childhood unconscious and the readers relate

through their own personal experiørce or through the author,s description of the

experience.
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Freud identifies uncanny feelings in a psychoanalytic framework which can then be

tansferred to literary themes. Since in Freud's thinking literahre so crucially mirrors

human reality, and since the psychoanaþsis he directs toward that reality so tellingly reveals

it, Freud does not hesit¿te in toarsposing his findings about the human psyche into his

reading ofliterary texts. He states that being buried alive is one of the most uncanny

wents a person can face. He bases this belief on the fact that the inter-utsrine / exta-

uterine existence is so paradoxical. In infancy it is comforting. Afrer infancy it is

claustrophobic. Further, no physical injurv is so much dreaded by humans as an irfury to

the eye. This fear is especially acute in children. For the male, castation of the penis is

atso highþ feared.

In additiorç Freud argues, psychological complexes can elicit uncanny feelings. An

oedipus complex in young boys and an Electra complex in young girls, initiated in earþ

childhood stand behind the writing and the reading of these themes, subsequently uncanny

in literahlre when they reappear there. Moreover, genitals of both sexes create uncanny

feelings in some patients according to Freud. The phenomenon of the double person

intemrpts the narcissistic n¿hue of children since their belief is that the world rwolves

around them onþ. The possibility of a double provokes uncanny feelings. As wel[ the

uninÛended recturence of the same situation -- coincidences and the like -- produces

uncanny feelings. What Freud sulmises, theq is that infantile trauma gørerates anxieties

from which the majority of human beings never quite free themselves.

Freud's mode[ as I shall demonstate later in this snrdy, goes beyond Todoror/s

model to examine both the social firnction and literary fimction of texts. Todorov

addresses the social frmction of literafure in his discussion on the fantastic genre. Getting

past the structural uwhat" of the text, the discussion can extend to the ñmctional uwlrv,, of
the text. The text is no longer studied as a work for its internal structure, but as a

signi&ing work of fiction within a larger social, politica[ and culfural framework. And for
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that matter, it is no longer an isolated piece of fiction. The text gains meaning as the author

encrfhrates the wents to his own experience.

The fantastic genre, then, can be seen as a pretext for some other purpose. For

many aufhors, this tlpe of suspension of reality in fiction offers a ûeedom for other

concefi¡s. Peter Penzoldt takes this theory of fantastic fiction to be frrnctional when he

states "...for many authors, the supernahral was merely a pretext to describe things they

would never have dared menfion in realistic terms." o Cerfain taboo themes ingråined in

the implied reader's society perhaps could now surface under the guise of a fictional text.

Historically the realist novel boasts a stronger üadition than the fantastic novel; the

fantastic text in its present form is a relativeþ new phenomenon. To write in a mode not

cofilmon to society is a risk for any author. Taboo acts in society may forbid the author to

approach explicitly taboo themes in literature. More than a simple pretext, the fantastic

provides a means to combat this kind of cersorship. Todorov notes how sexual excesses

will be more readily accepted by any censor if they are athibuted to the devil.

According to post-strucûralist critics, psychoanatysis has replaced the literature of

the fant¿stic. There is no need today to resort to the devil in order to speak of carnal

desire, sexual dysfirnctio4 corpses, necropheli4 bestiality, scatolory and so on. For

novelists of the past, howwer, the fant¿stic gerire offered the medium to express these

laboo subjects. It should come as no surprise, ttrerL that the novels under consideration in

this discussion still invoke the taboos still current in Canada -- in Norftr American society --

as seefi today. Confernporary taboos may differ from taboos of the nineteenth century, but

North America still has them.

Norttr America has learned to live wittr an agnostic visioq free of relþious taboos.

But North America has taboos -- with a history of comrpt patriarchy and new-world

nuclear plague. Atwood addresses nuclear waste dumps in The Flandmaid's Tale, for

example' Findley addresses the irxanity of religious frrndamentalism in Not Wanted On

The Vo]¡age. North America is well aware of recent fundament¿list culfs and
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televangelism that mirrors that mode of thinking. We enculturate ol¡r own taboos --

Kroetscl¡ Findley, and Atwood make us awaf,e of them.

Todorov alludes to a curious coincidence between the authors who cultivate the

fa¡rtastic and those who, within their worla, are especialþ concerned with the development

of the action; authors who want to tell stories. Kroetsch offers this 6pe of story-creating in

his western mythos: the spirit is originary, fhe story-telling creates legend, and the tand is

fabled' For Atwood, her story-making serves a social firnction which most critics have

identified. Findley's stories also serve a süong sociar firnction.

Kroetsch's What The Crow Said un-n¿rmes, un-tells, and un-structures through ifs

postmodem conventions. Todorov offers a theory of adaptation to deal with such fantastic

texts that do not allow recognizable patterns of form and content. Atwood's The

Handmaid's Tale, with its futuistic dystopb accords with Todorot's model of the uncanny

-- and proves to have a social fimction as it criticizes politics and patriarchy. Similarly in

Findley's Not Wanted On The Vo]¡age, the marvelous tale serves a social fiurction in

condemning firndamentalist ftinking. It twists the biblical story of The Flood to relate its

own myth.

The rise of the novel, as Todorov asserts, has been influflrced by great fantastic

texts of the past such as The O4vsse}¡. According to Todorov, such texts have served as

precursors to European writers such as Kafka and,Balzac. yet, even as they have

modelled their own work on fhose texts, they have enculturated them wifhin their own

more immediate traditions. Each ctrlture, Todorov claims, formulates distinctive markers

ttnt identi$r texts within a culhre's myttr-making üadition. The British Gothic novel

provides a particulady good example of the pattern.

Potentially, the fantastic text starts from a perfectþ natural situ¿tion to reach its

climax in the marvelous (the acceptance of the supernatural). Through the process, causal

princþles lead the reader to reject natr¡ral laws -- afrer a certain hesit¿tion -- and accep the

supernaûual, thus entering the realm of the marvelous.
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Todorov's theory offers a starting point for the analysis of "fantastic" texts. A text

can be placed in relation to Todorot's scale, illustrated below, depending on whether the

supernahual is explained (which places the text in the realm of the gncanny) or whettrer the

supernatual is accepted as the text's ontolory (which places the text wittdn the realm of the

marvelous).

supernatural explained
nahual laws unnatural laws

Texts follow historical modes of fiction and usually do not break the rules. But

some texts do. In Todorov

addresses how a theory of adaptation is necessary to accorurt for non-conforming texts.

Todorov cites Kafka's The Metamorphosis which st¿rts from a supernatural wen! the

protagonist's discwery that he has tr¡med into a cockroach. Causal principles and their

relationship with natrual and unn¿trual laws develop the direction of the text toward

closure.

The Metamorphosis starts from a supernahral went. It grows increasingþ toward

a natural aûnosphere; the text, in effec! works in rwerse to conventional fictional texts.

There is no hesitation because the outcome is known. Hesitation would have prepared rhe

way for the perception of the unheard-of event, and charactçrized the transition from

nahral to supernatural. krstead, the text mres from supematural to natural. Todorov

calls this re;'versal "adaptation". Hesitation and adaptation desþate two divergent

processes. Here, it is the readcr who undergoes a process of adaptation: at first conûonted

with a supernatural even! the reader comes to acknowledge its "nahualness,,.

What does such a narrative struchue signi$,? In the fant¿stic text, the unc¿ìnny or

supernatural went is peroeived agairnt the backgrorurd of what is considered normal and

fant¿stic-
marvelous

pufe
marvelous
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nafural; the transgression of the laws of nature make us evefi more powerfrrlþ aware of
them. In Kafk4 the supernatural went no longer provokes hesitation, for the world

described is entire$ bizane. The fantastic geffe - a literature which postulates the

existence of the rea[ the naturaf the norm4 in order to attack it subsequently - Kafka has

managed fo disrupt. He treats the irrationat as though it were parf of a game: his entire

world obeys a counter logic, which has nothing to do with the real. Even if a certain

hesitation persists in the reader, it ceases to affect the character.

According to Sartre, Kafka redefines the world as utterþ shange. For hinl there is

now only one fantastic object and that is man himself. 7 The fant¿stic being becomes the

rule, not the exception. Todorov's model allows us to urderstand such a shift in form by

adapting to its ontologr. This shift is also apparent in postnodern texts such as Kroetsch,s

What The Crow Said where the plot is entird btzartle.

In summary, we can see, then, that Todorovs primary world is the world of
humans -- the reader's reality. The Secondary World is the world that contravenes human

experience. This model creates the boundaries for fiction -- and helps to place a text

somewhere in TodoroVs uncarury-fantastic-marvelous paradigm. With this ide4 the texts

can be better addressed as they stretch the limits of human imagination. What in ttre

Ptimuty World was an exception becomes the nrle for Kroetsch in his tall tale of Bigknife.

Atwood and Findley conform more closeþ to Todoror/s theoretical model and this wilt be

explained later' TodoroVs model embraces the antithesis between the real and the unreal.

Literatue traces both itself and what is not itself, This operation questions ontolory and

epistemolory. Kroetsch's What The Crow Said pursues an irreconcilable solipsism.

Atwood's The tlandmaids Tale challenges TodoroVs notion of the uncariny to its limit,

and Findley's text Not Wankd on The Voyase offers a radicalþ different form of the

marvelous.
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Ta¡etan Todorov proposes that the fantastic-uncanny occupies the duration of a

character's hesit¿tion between natural and supernatural explanations of an event. If the

character overcomes his hesitation to conclude that he is a victim of an illusion of his own

senses, fhen the fantastic moves to the realm of the pure uncanny. I4 on the other hanq
an event's nature cannot be explained by nanrat laws, then the went enters the realm of
the man¡elous.

When Todorov desþates the event or phenomenon that confront the characters in

a fantastic tale as unc¿umy, the world he assigns is the Primary World. It is the world of
human beings. The uncanny feelings generated by these events are based on limits of
human understanding and experience. In his essay on the uncanny, ,,Das lJnheimliche',,

Freud defined these human experiences as "something famitiar or old-established in the

mind that has been estranged by the process of repression".r llncanny events have the

power to provoke a sense of dread preciseþ because they have both strange and familiar

qualities. In The Handmaid's Tale. Aunt Lydia leads the handmaids to the Execution Wall

where several doctors'bodies in lab coats hang dead on metal spikes for crimes against a

"foetus" (31). The doctors'crimes become retroactive; what used to be normal and legal is

now punishable by death. what was ordinary is now sinister; what was sinister is now

ordinary' Aunt Lydia wokes this uncanny feeling when she addresses the handmaids:

otdinaty...is what you are used to. This may not seøn ordinary to you now, but
after a time it wilt. It will become ordinary 1-32¡.

The execution of doctors has the semblance of humans gone insane. yet the went,s

familiarity in Gilead once recognized and understood, brings the event back down to the

characters'own Primary World. The process of recognition that est¿blishes abnormal

wents as ordinary events arouses a seru¡e of the uncmny.

Uncanny events are sifuated at the heart of the uncariny t¿le. Their ambþous

character generates hesitation between Primary and Secondary worlds -- as a matter of
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course this hesitation helps to define the uncanny tale. O¡r the one han4 the uncanny

designates what is familiar and congenial; on the other that which is concealed or kept from

sigþt, and hence sinister. Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale is written in the same

tradition as Huxley's Brave New World and Orwell's 1984. Dystopian fiction, by its very

nature, sketches a deteriorating human condition. Dystopias elicit uncanny feelings

because they overhrrn the norms of the human condition. Dystopias con-front scenarios not

found in the ordinary worl{ and hence disrupt expectations of what is well-known. The

well-known world is transformed into an uruecognizable world.

Freud's theory attønpts to explain how human bsingÞ react to uncanny events.

According to Maria Tatar, Freud's definition of the uncanny

...rests on a number of subtle psychological and metapsychological premises that
are complex; ...the definition in abb'reviated form -- "something familiar made
stange by the repression of knowledge" -- can prove fruiftl for a literary anatysis
of uncanny events.2

Here Freud invokes the causal relationship between the repression of knowledge and the

arousal of uncanny feelings. Freud also notes how these themes of the uncanny are fruiffiú

for literary anaþis. Todorov likewise states "...the absence of knowledge evokes the

presencg of the uncanny.'r 3

Uncertainty heightens feelings of anxiety. In fiction, such a stratery of uncertainty

has its origins in

...writers and critics of supernafiral fiction [who] have consistentþ favorued the
chilling uncertainty of terror over the gtsty reality of horror...The gruesome
physical effects of a horror story can rareþ match in power the dread of
intellectual rurcertainty inspired by the unca¡my tale of terror. a

It is precisety this element of intellectual uncertainty that defines the fantastic for Todorov.

A story is more uncanny if resolutions aren't supplied and intellectual uncertainty persists:

horor mereþ follows a honible event, but terror is a pqychologcal quality that endures

before, during, and after that event.
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The brand of uncanny that Freud describes is psychoanalytic in natue.

Nwertheless Todorov endorses Freud's scientific approach by appropriating it for his own

literary theory. Freud describes how childhood experiørces produce uncanny feelings in

adulthood. June (Ofted) as an adult recalls her childhood quite frequentþ in the text. She

remembers her mother taking her to the park on a Saturday for example. But she soon

realizes the reason for the trip is a book-burning protest.

Ofted's zealous mother burns pomographic magazines and feels "ecstatic,, about

her protest (36)' Uncanniþ the Gilead regime later imitates this behavioru -- with

consequences that no one could have foreseen. Soon every book is forbiddeq notjust

pornography. All ruriversities close and intellectuals are mar¡sacred. Subsequently no

Ìvoman is allowed to read or write. Frederick Judd, the market anaþst who synthesizes the

Republic of Gilead, is quoted as saying "...our big mistake was teaching thern to read. We

won't do that again" (ZS9). Judd is quoted in sociobiologist Wilfred Limpkin's private diary

-- though in cipher. Judd is such a hard-liner that he apparently executes Limpkin, since

Limpkin "..'did not long survive the inception of Gilead" (ZB8). Fofunately Limpkin

"...saw his own end" (288) and sent his diary of cþhers to his sister-in-law in Calgary. The

cmsorship that Ofted witnesses in her mother's life bacldres. Systematically Gilead does

more than censor, it purges the whole domain of literature. By taking away all books,

Gilead takes away the choice to read. Aunt Lydia states quite uncaruriþ:

There is more than one kind of freedonq...fJreedom to and freedom from. In the
days of anarchy, it was freedom to. Nowyiu 

"t" 
being gven freedom from.

Don't underrate it (24).

The days of anarchy that Aunt Lydia is alluding to are the 1980s in North America. Aunt

Lydia describes the North America of the 1980s as a society "...dying...of too much

choice" (35). The way Atwood deals with the issue of civil liberties becomes uncanny.

When the American Constitution is suspended afrer the "...army declares a st¿te of
emergency" (162), all personal frcedoms are rescinded. Gilead's brand of censorship
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forbids all printed material. Ofted's childhood mernories of her mother's small ,,cn

censorship, in comparison to Gilead's censorchip, arouses uncanny feelings in her.

Freud's theory can be used to show how June's childhood awakeru uncanny

feelings in her Gileadean adulthood -- as the handmaid Ofüed. Freud's real patiEnts

provided him with psychoanaþtic case studies which later became documented cases of
"uncanny" behavior¡rs; but Todorov is concerned with authorial intent of implementing

"uncanniness" in a fictive e,lrvironment. TodoroVs model is more concerned with the

external frmction of the uncanny -- such as an author's use of the social uncanny -- ¿rs

opposed to Freud's purety psychoanaþtic view of the uncanny. According to Coral Ann

Howells, The Flandmaid's Tale has "...strong didactic elements which are both feminist and

humanist." s Hence, Atwood's use of the uncanny as a strucfural element in The

Handmaid's Tale follows TodoroVs notion of the social fimction of the rurcannv. W.F.

Garret-Petts states that The Handmaid's Tale

...conforms to a consistent rhetorical purpose (didactic in nature) that informs all of
Awood's novels.'.[that characterize] her desire to teach her audiánce how to read
the world. e

The social function of the uncanny is very much apartof Atwood's vision. Atwood is

openly critical of experimental authors who work towards a private aesthetics and stop

u¿.iting for readeis. W.F. Garrett-petts adds that Atwood

...is a writer for whom fiction u¿riting is the guardian of the moral and ethical sense
of the community. As an author, she wants her reader engaged in interpretatiorq
not lost in the funhouse of perpetuar confusion. Atwoods [*nt*q ...*rrr"*,
power structures and how they work to confine and often determinè the individual's
ability to communicate and interpret. Power determines ûeedonq or the absence of
ûeedom....7

The power stucfllre inherent in The Handmaid's Tale results from Atwoodis view

of North American history from the perspective of her own Puritan ancestors in New

England- 8 According to Sandra Tomc, one of Atwood's ancestors was hanged in New
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England during Puritan times. In an uncarury twist of fate, the sinewy wornan survived the

hanging: the drop-floor was not wideþ used then. Because of the law of double jeopardy,

she cor¡ld not be retried and so was let free -- and lives. Atwood,s ancestor survives; she

defies the logos, she defies "The Word" of law as Cowart defines it. Cowart calls

logocenhism "...the myftr of the west" s by which the paniarchyjustiñes all action through

"The wordu. This realify influences the background for The Handmaid,s Tale. patriarchy

and religious frrndamentalism are unmisfakably a paf,t of Atwood,s vision. The social

uncafily offers Atwood a thematic framework for presenting her funuistic dystopia which
has an uncanny resemblance to today's Norttr America. The social uncanny underlies the

text where the progenitors of Gilead impose their own logocørtic power tbrough expulsion

or genocide of other groups: Baptists, Jews, catholics, euakers, and Mayday supporters.

The quasi-mythical world of the United States that Atn¡ood describes definiteþ
turns in on itself -- with uncanny results. c.I.A. practices of destabilizing foreþ
governmørts are tlrown back at them by the Sons of Jacob as they overthrow the u.S.
congress' Biological warfare expcriments conducted during the cold war to introduce

new disease-shains in Russia backfire, causing widespread sterility in the u.s. pop'lation.
waste disposal sifes and nuclear waste, coupled with a major earthquake on the san
Andreas fault, throws chaos inø ttre u.s. population. The elimination of paper money

tluough supercomputer networks freezes the free economy. The uncanny aûermath of
Atwood's Primary world is conspicuous. The basic supposition of The }landmaid's Tale is
that Gilead stages a coup during a time of chaos -- and establishes a self-serving old
Testament fundamentalism. Disasters in this ûctional world are noteworthy since they

closeþ resemble news items in the contemporary world: Chernobyl,s aftermath, David
Koresh's cult in Texas, the current monotheocracy in han, the bomb at the world Tr¿de

Cenhe by Islamic fimdament¿lists, Russian ships dumping toxic waste in the sea of Japaq
and the reported rise in child pornography rings in Norfh America to name a few. whe'
Atwood wrote Thc Handmaid's TaIe similar news itenrs -- along with her conceûrs about
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pahiarchy and environmental issues -- influenced her point of view and this is reflected in

the social uncanny natue of the text.

The text represents many ideals of the social uncanny that have their origins in the

satire of Swift or Orwell. Atwood's dystopianvisio4 according to W.J. KEitlL is

concerned with "...female responses to a male-dominated society, and an analysis of socio-

political situations." l0 The narrator Ofted exposes the male-female hierarchy through her

comments about her position as a handmaid for Commander Frederick Waterford. Yet

Joseph Andriano questions this very same existence of hierarchy in contemporary society.

He quips: "How much worse is i! after all, to call a woman Ofted than it is to call her

I\drs. Frederick Waterford?" noting that "...her narne, her essential identity is still erased."

This uncanny revelation begs a rethinking of contemporary North American fradition

whereby women's names are appropriated by men.

Linda Hutcheon agrees with Keith whe,n she speaks about women's compticity in

the Gilead hierarcþ. She notes that in The Handmaid's Tale

...men still nrle, women still collude. It would not be hard to read this novel in
tsrms of the catasfrophic extreme of the imposition of a certain kind of female
order: WomEn are respected most of all for their mothering function....tt

Banerjee Chimnoy states that Atwood's dystopian vision offers a reductionary view of

women as mere objeots of the state. Chimnoy statcs that Atwood presents

...a reftospective sense of women's oppression in Norttr America, the fundamental
motivation of this dystopia being the reduction of wome,n to mere possessions of
me,n, to decorations, workers, breeders, and whores. 12

Whether we agree with Hutcheon or Chimnoy, Ofted's ruriversity friend, the handmaid

Moira, exemplifies the limited choices that women possess in Gilead. Of the two choices

she is offered when she is recaptrued, the Colonies or Jezebefs, she chooses to become a

whore at Jezebel's:
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I almost made it out. They got me up as far as SalenL then in a tuck flrll of
chickens to Maine...They were planning to get me across the border there; not by
car or tuob but by boa! up the coast...I don't know what happened...they picked

us up just as we were coming out the back door to go down to the dock...when tlut
w¿rs ov€r they showed me a movie...about life in ths Colonies...They figure youVo
got three years maximunL at those, before your nose falls offar¡d your skin pulls

away like rubber gloves...All of them wear long dresses, like the ones at the Cente,
only g€y...I had my choice, they said this [Jezebel's] or the Colonies...So here I
am...You'd h¿ve three or fow good years before your snatch wears out and they
se,lrd you to the boneyard. The food's not bad and there's drink and drugs, if you
want i! and we onþ work nights...the Commanders don't give a piss what we do in
ot¡r offtime....(234)

Moira's capture and placunmt at Jezebel's reduces her to working as a whore for men's

"hade delegations" (223) that come to do business with Gilead. Moira is repaniated in an

uncanny way; she is brought back again to the pater in Gilead to søve his sexual whims.

The choices are few for infertile nromerì, the Commander notes, so some prefer

prostinrting themsefues at Jezebel's to working in the Colonies. Oblivious to the brutality

and hypocrþ of his own regime, the Comrnander boasts about the prwious life of the

whores. The reader shudders at the uncanny satisfaction he gets ûom pimping former

intellectuals into common whores for the state:

That one there, the one in green, she's a sociologist. Or was. That one was a
luuryo, that one was in business, an executive position...Im told you can have quite
a good conversation with her if all you feel like is talking. They prefer it here...[t]o
the alternative s....(223)

The total collusion manifests itself when the women are monitored by other women -- the

Aunts -- who enforce onþ one "rest b'reak" (226) per hour. The collusion with the male

system is absolute.

Dystopias, Atwood's included show characteristics of the uncariny - for sweral

rear¡ons. Dystopias by theirvery nature overhrrn the current world and displace it with one

that is worse. Few dystopias are written without a social purpose. Atwood hopes that her

dystopna confronts the status quo in the conternporary world by extending current problems
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to their worst possible conclusions in the future. The sûategies used by dystopian fiction

can be ftaced to what Todorov calls the social uncanny within the genre of the fantastic. In
what we can read as a supplønentary argument, lvfari¿ Tatar notes that dystopias and the

fantastic-uncanny tale achieve their effect through what Freud calls radical homelessness.

Tafar states that the fantastic-uncanny tale

...draws its very lifeblood from a1 went that defying reason, shatters the stability of
the world to create a condition of radical homelessness. A world once safe and
secure becomes hostile and treacherous. This new world is situated at the
crossroad of heimlich and unheimlich at the point where the two words conveqge
in meaning to suggest the sinister and oppres*irr". rt

Radical homelessness is exactþ what Atwood describes in I]rç l{efrdggidlqJ4g One,s

home is ap'propriated by Gilead. Gilead's institutionalized monotheocracy takes away

lilomgn's homes, jobs, bank accotttts, identity, famity lives, civil liberties -- tlings taken for
granted in the 1980s - and replaces private homes with homelands for the state. What was

once considered home now becomes something outlandish and rewritten. The ohanges are

perfectty in keeping with dystopias which commonly arouse uncanny feetings with just

suoh anachronisms and palimpsests. These mixed zones of past and present arouse the

most uncanny feelings. Just when the new world is becoming commonplace, flashbac*s

disrupt it. What characters are becoming accustomed to suddenþ is tansposed -- the

forgotten past moclifies the present.

Anachronisms and palimpsests take on nuuty forms in The Handmaid's Tale. A
disc chants the beatitude "Blessed are the meek..." but uncanniþ drops ,,...thsy shall inherit

the earthn from the originalversion. Ofted states:

"Blessed are the silent." I knew they made that one up, I knew it was wrong; and
they lefr things out too, but there was no way of chert ing. 1t+¡

Gilead engineers these new versions. The regime knows that older people will carry the

old wodd to theirgraves. Gilead will succeed, diabolicalþ, to fool the newborn illiterate
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population since theyll never be taught the correct version. Joseph Andriano notes this

reality in Gilead:

The handmaids are forbidden to read anyûring; wen the Bible. In its efforts to
achieve the ultim¿te logocenfüsm -- a whole society constructed on the word - the
logocracy must erase other words ü'ut might create aporþ. ra

Re-writing the Old Testament for its own end is Gilead's shatery; it picks and chooses

what it deems appropriate. Il^andmaids in Gilead adopt the greeting ,,blessed be the fruit',

to which the customary response is "may the Lord open,'. (19) The Lord does not open

theirvaginas howwer, the Commanders do. Moreover, the fruit of their wombs --

children -- become the sole property of the state. Rehashed pieces of scripture are

unc¡umy because Ofted realizes their true purpose ir onty to sustain the state. Uncannily,

the true believer is one who no longer has any beließ.

Gilead forces ofüed ûo become a handmaid for Serena Joy because it has a biblical

precedent in the old Testament story of Bilah and Rachel. Howwer, surrogaûe

motherhood in Gilead is quite uncanny compared to its re,presentation in the old Testament

story. The resulting children are given onþ to cert¿in husbands and wives for the

maintenance of the regime. Lucy Friebcrt notes how Atwood writes about n...a time of
underpopulation' 15 but Gilead is responsible for this rurcanny situation since it kills

Baptists, Catholios, Quakers, and sends away the Jews. Gilead is underpop¡lated onty

because the regime requires a population of automaûons.

Palimpsests and anachronisms sustains the uncanny. Throwbacks to üre past

conhast with the presørt. ofüed is keørly aware of how it used to be in the pre-Gilead

sra. Shc statcs:

Docúors lived-here once, lawyers, university professors. There are no lauryers
an¡rmore, and the university is closed. Luke and I used to walk together,
sometimes, along these streets. We used to talk about buying a hoïe üke one of
these, an old bis h9yqe, fixing it up. we wor¡ld have a gardelL swings for the
children' We would have children...Such freedom now seems almost weightless.
(23)
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Ivlartin Kuester notes that the closed university now provides "...c€,ntres for political

synchronization and relþious monologism." 16 The university grmnasium holds the

handmaids until they are placed with a Commander of the Faithfut to produce children.

When the handmaids are held in this former university they are given army-issue blankets

that still say "IJ.S." on thern. Twice daiþ ttrey walk utwo by two around the football field',

(3) in sight of the armed Angels. The uncanny is sustained because traces of the old world

contast with the cr¡rrent world. The r¡niversity used to p,rovide liberal education -- but the

Rachel and Leah Re-education Cente teaches monotheocracy and totalitarianism.

Mchele l-ecombe st¿tes that the Gilead regime uncaruriþ dwelops its own canon

by appropriating avariety of texts. She states tlrat "...the falsification of biblical texts' 17

such as the Beatitudes merges with the Gilead canon. New beatitudes such as "blessed are

the silent" (8a) reinforce asse,nt to the state. ükewise, an adagefrom Manr is

transmogrified: "...according to her ability...according to his needs.. Styty, these words

are ascribed to St. Paul. (111) Ftllher, the Gilead canon is fond of any biblical precedørt

to justrfy its efficacy. Offred states:

They can hit us, there's Scriptural precedeirt. But not with any implemelrt. Onþ
with their hands. It's one of the things we fought for says the Cornmander's Wife,
and suddenþ she wasn't looking at me, she was looking down at her knuckled"
diamond studded hands...it was wotse than I thought. (16)

üke all other actions of the state, prnishment is grvsn a biblical precedeart. In much the

sarne wây, the Com¡nander gives a standard speech at wedding ceremonies, praJnraganzas,

and ceremonies where nuns are forced to recant their celibacy. This speech relates that

women's onþ salvation from Eve's Orþinal Sin is to bear children for the State:

Let the wonum learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a woman to
teaclq nor to usl{p authority or¡er the març but to be in silence. For Adam was
first formed, then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the E'onum being
deceived was in fhe transgression. Notwithstanding she shall be saved by
childbearing if they continue in faittr and charity and holiness and sobri 

"E. lZOl¡
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The Commander cites his theory of poþgamy as a natualþ occurring part of mankind's

existence. He justifies this by explaining to Offied th¿t the whorehouse Jezebel's is the

place for poþgamists ûo satisff their natural urgings:

It means you cant cheat Natrue. Nature demands variety for men. It stands to
reasorq it's part of the procreational sfratery. Ifs Nature's plan...Women know that
instinctiveþ. Why did they buy so nuny different clothes, in the old days? To
trick the men into ttúnking they were sweral different women. A new one each
day. (222)

The commander reduces the role of women to childbearers or sexual objects. His

reductive view shows that the Gilead canon is phallogocenüic -- written for men by mør.

For womerq fhe man's phallogocentric power and the Name-of-the-Father biblical

precedent causes some eriry. When Ofted plays Scrabble with the Commander, she is

delighted to hold a forbidden pen in her hand again. She describes it this way:

The pen between my fingers is se,nsuous, alive almost I can feel its power, the
power of the words it contains. PEn Is Enry, Aunt Lydia wor¡ld say, quoting
another Cenfre motto, warning us away from such objects. And they were rigþ! it
is enry...one more thing I would like to steal....(174)

Uncaruriþ, Atwood is $¿riting about a two-level position of uny. Though no woman is

allowed to write, the possession of a pen does not guarantee power of any kind. What

Offied realþ wants is to be a man: she has "penis envy" according to Freud's theory. To

be a man is werything; to be a wofiurn means little or nothing. This is unc¡urny because

Gilead onþ grants power to womÊn over ofher women. Coral Ann Howells notes this:

What the Ar¡nts'tyranny demonshates is the danger that patriarchal authority may
merely be delegated to becomc matriarchal authority if the pqycholory of power
politics with its fraditional patterns of domination and submission remains
unchanged...The Handmaid's Tale may be read as an argument that fsminism has

not beetr radical enough to effect a change in either nren's or women's taditional
gender attitudes. ta
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The conclusion of .@ reinforces the Name-of-the-Father in the

year 2195. Professor Pieixoto and his academic audience attempt to analyze Ofted's ûext

-- a set of cassette tapes she hides in a U.S. army foot locker. Phallogocenfüsm is

rekindled in the year 2195 whe,n the professor conhibutes sexist innuendo, and volunteers

crude analogies fuing the symposium about Gilead.

After Ofted's story closes, the text shifts to the fr¡nue at the Universify of Denay,

Nunavit. This institution is holding a historical qymposium titled the "Twelfth Symposium

on Gileadean Studies" as part of the "International Historical Association Convention".

Most critics concur ttr¿t Atrvood maintains the social uncanny to drive the point home that

patiarchy is ageless.

Coral Beran states that the epilogue to the novel reinforces the folty of academics

who ty to analyze Ofted's story as a historical anomaþ instead of a woman's account of a

paftiarcþ that atternpts to silence her. Beran states that at the synrposium

...Offred is an object of scientific study, to be dissected in order to add to ttre
world's store of knowledge about the Gilead republic...Offred is a human being
struggling for survival...this colors the ending of the novel as we see Ofted again
being victimized objectified by the male professor. re

Arnold Davidson essentialþ agrees, arguing that the story becomes "...grotesqueþ

transmogrified" 20 since womefl's bodies are still the object of silþ sexist jokes in the

twørty-second curtury at the symposium. Professor Pieixoto makes a joke about eqioying

the charm of the qymposium Chair -- Professor MaryArur Crescent Moon -- tlnt implies

eaioying her sexualþ as well. He later quips that Professor Wade, in calling Ofted's tapes

The Flandmaid's Tale, plays on the inteirtional pun of her story being about hervagina --

her tail. (283)

Ken Norris adds that Professor Piexoto is concerned with Ofted's tapes as they

construct Gilead's history -- not her history:
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Ofted has told us everything we need to know about life under the Gileadean
regime, but to Piexoto that is not valid history...for him history is Hifler's working
pâpffi, not Anne Frank's diary. 2l

Indeed Professor Piexoto accuses Ofted of "...malicious invention" (291) on one occasion

and later states "...Mhat we would not give, now, for wen twenty pages or so of printout

ûom Waterford's personal computer!" . (2gZ) Davidson iterates ttrat Atwood here parodies

academics but also the workings of the historical symposium. Davidson suám"rø"s these

criticalviews whelr he says "...how we choose to construct history partþ detemines the

history lve are likeþ to get.n 22

Certainly Ofüed's narrative is constantty suspended for she herself continualþ

questioræ her own accor¡nt. Todoror/s model of the fantastic-unænny maintains that the

hesitation found in the text ideal$ sustains the text toward clos¡re. She states at different

times in the text:

I would like to believe this is a sûory Im telling...Those who can beliwe that such
stories are onþ stories have a better chance (37)...things I beliwe can't all be ¡.ue
(100)...whether this is my end or a new beginning I have no way of knowing....
(277)

Offied's narration seelns intentionalþ questionable at times. Nevcrtholess her core of detail

about Gilead sustains the fascination that a dystopian fiction creates. The text's

uncanniness in view of the oontønporary world is undeniable. The futuristic q¡mposium

questions Offied's authority, but since the indþenous professors thernsefues ap,pear to be

remnants of a Caucasian decline, the uncanny is maintained right until the last paragraph of
the novel.
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Not Wanted On The Yovaæ's prologue signals a biblicat reference from the book

of Ge,nesis. Here the book of Genesis recalls the well-known Noah's Ark episode. The

p,rologue cites the story in this way:

And Noah welrt ir¡ and his sons,
and his wife, and his sons'wives
with him into the arþ because
of the waters of the flood....t

Before the novel begins, the prologue offers this excerpt with premonitions of an

antedilwian world- As a story of origirq the narrative recalls mankind's fall from grace.

Similarty, the epigrcph to Book One of Not Wanted On The Vo]¡age redirects Findley,s

text back to the causal principles of The Flood. The ûext suggests a possible reason for

God's contempt of mar¡kind: fiuln rejects God so God rejects man. By making a

connection between The Flood and its apparent causal prinoiple, the vision establishes itself

as apocaþptic. The epigraph offers this prophetic truth:

And God looked upon the earttU
and, behold, it was comrpt;
for all flesh had comrpted
His way upon the earth.

This comrption on earth speaks of a dilernma facing the characters in the novel. If the

novel is based exclusiveþ on the accounts of Gøresis, it might attenrpt to recount Noah's

deliverance from The Flood. Or perhaps the text might offer a dystopian vision of the

world which ends in an apocatypse. In fact, Findley's story proves to differ markedþ from

the Genesis sbry. Findley's story ofers its own p,rophetic tuttn about the modern age.

Uniqueþ his trutlts face today's comrption -- in a world not even the writers of the Genesis

story could h¿ve foreseen.

The prologue and epþaptL however, are interrupted by two short introductory

quotations, each of about one page in length. These two short accor¡nts backdrop a
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s€smingty apocatyptic vision. Effectively, fhese two small inde,pendent texts, one in italics

and one in plain type, elicit more questions than they answer. Arguabty, Findley's narrative

hasn't ope'lred to page one, yet the mood is unmistakable. In the first short inûerlude, a

modern n¿rrator addresses a modern audience. The launching of Noah's A¡k is framed

much like the H.M.C.S. Britannia leaving port. Here the omniscient narrator ftavels

through time and addresses a modern audience. The narrator assumes a reader might

disregard the seriousness of the excursion. With an acerbic disposition, the narrator tells

the reader:

Evøyone knows it wasn't like that. To begin witb ttrey make it sound as if there
wasn't any argument, as if there wasn't any panic -- no one being pushed aside -- no
one being trampled -- none of the animals howling -- none of the people screaming
blue murdor. They make it sor¡nd as if the onþ people who wanted to get on board
were Doctor Noyes and his famity. Presumabþ, everyone else (the rest of the
human race, so to speak) stood offwaving gaiþ, behind a distant barricade:
SPECTATORS WILL Nor cRoss rIrE YELLow LINE and: TFIANK you
FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION. With all the baggage neatþ labelled: WANTED
OR NOT WANTED ON TIIE VOYAGE. They also make it sound as if there
wasn't any dread...everyone being piped aboard and a band playing Rale Britannia!
andOver The Sea and Sþe. Flags and barmers and a booming cannon...like an
excursion. well. ft wasn't an excursion. It was the end of the world. (3)

The narrator rweals that indeed the end of the world is at hand. The modernitv of the tert

directs Noah's family to a more recent time.

The second intedude deals with the ravages of smoke and flames -- not an

impending flood. Afrer a modein twist of The Flood the narrator portays a fire. No fire

appears in the Genesis story, but it appears in Findley's text:

I\lrs. Noyes went running - headlong down the darkening halls -- her skirts and
allrons yanked above her thþlrs -- running with the blank-eyed tsnor of someone
who cannot find her children while she hea¡s their cries for heþ. Smoke was
pouring through the house from one open end to the other -- ærd at first Nlrs.
Noyes was certain the fire must be inside, but when she reached the door and saw
the blazing pyre, she knew it was not the house but something else -- alive -- that
was in flames...evøything was floating - heaving up through the waves of smoke,
like beasts who b'roke the surface of a drowning-poo! then sank and broke again.
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Arid again -- and thør were gone...she was frozen before a single piece of
knowledge. (4)

These two separate incideirts chronicle a s€nse of dishess. These two wents shape the

novel sÌ/€'n before page one. The sequence shows mutability in the text -- the book of

Genesis mingles with the present. Nwertheless, dread, pai& and fear are ñurdamental to

this fext. Onty Nfrs. Noyes is sutrering thus far.

Preliminary foelings aroused in the text are distinctiveþ negative. Those feelings

specificalþ arouse dread and fear. And the wents relate closeþ to the mythic world of
Noatr's Ark and The Flood. According to TodoroVs model" the pure fantastic ceases to

exist when the hesitation in a reader no longer exists. If a readcr decides that fantastic

events can be explained by nahual laws, then the text is within the realm of the uncanny. If
the reader decides that the fantastic events can only be explained by unnahual laws, then

the text is within the realm of the marvelous. Findley formr¡lates a bibilicat leitnotif in the

text. Thematically the biblical analogies give rise to the marvelous.

If we refer back to TodoroVs mode[ the text remains in the realm of the fantastic

as long as the reader lingers in a state of oscillation -- sûr¡ggling to explain events in the text

rrsing either natural or unnatural laws. In the prue fantastic, the reader's

uncertainty must not dissolve until closure of the text; or else the text enters eith€r the

uncanny or the marvelous.

Afte'r a prologue, an epþaph to Book One, as well as two precgrsory evenß of

approximately one page eacl¡ a reader only now enters page one of Findley's na¡rative.

The shadowy, illusory n¿hre of these pretexts sustains the intellectual hesitation Todorov

maintains is so crucial for the art of the fanl¿stic in the text. So absoluteþ necessary is this

skepticism and uncertainty in TodoroVs stnrctural modcl of thc ûctive text, that any other

feeling wor¡ld negate the special quality of the fantastic. Todoror/s model privileges a

readeds hesitation -- fhat is the theory's quintessential framework.
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Findley's novel quicldy asserß fhe supematural. If a reader accepts the supernatural

immediateþ then the work falls at once into the realm of the marvelous. If a reader

remains in an uncertain state of oscillation that Todorov aóvocates, then the text maintains

his ideal of the fantastic. Findley sffuchres his fiction to advance the supematural almost

immediateþ:

No sooner had the m€ssenger deposited the missive in Doctor Noyes's hands than
she flew up orler his head, gave a great cry, and fell at his feet like a stone. (8)

It is not unreasonable for a homing pþeon to deliver a note to its master. But this pink and

ruby dove in Not Wanted On The Voyage is exhibited ¡rs a m€sssngcr direcfly ssnt from

God- This assertion is understood because the reader is told "...Yatrweh himself would

descend from His carriage in this very spot" (9) where the dove plunged to its death after

accomplishing its mission. Noah has no hesitation in confirming that this spent animal is

"...one of the ten thousand names of God." (9) Todorov notes:

[e]ven if a certain hesitation persists in the reader, it ceases to affect the character;
and identification, as we h¿ve prwiousþ noûed it, is no longer possible. z

Hence the text is no longer definable as parf of the fantastic geffe and thus now leans

closer to the pure mawelour¡ geffe.

The supernatrual sfuikes the text here unequivocall¡r, so the emphasis now shifts: the

stuctural issue of the text transfers from idørtification (what is the supernatural?) to

explication of it (why the supernatural?). As Todorov outlines, when a reader accepß

r¡nnatural laws for resolution in the text, the work moves into the realm of the marvelous.

At this point The Primary World has departed from Not Wanted On The Vo]¡aee and The

Secondary World is now wholþ accepted. Supernatrual wents are now expected to

ñmction in the texÇ so the crux of the discussion now turns to the Secondary World's

thematic rationale in the text.
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Thematicalþ, Findley's Secondary World would seern to disrupt the expected order

found in the Bible. A dove dropping dead after delivering a message ûom God speala of
dísinÛegration. Conversely, in the Genesis story of Noah's Ark, the dove delivers an olive

branch as a sþ of deliverance ûom The Flood. As the Genesis story concluded, the

inhabitants of the Ark welcomed the dove as an acceptance that life would begn again as

the animals could go out two-by-two to renew the earth and multipþ. In contrast, the dove

in Not Wanted On The Vo]¡age does not seem to be a sþ of satvatio4 but rather a sþ of
collapse.

Findley's use of the supematual and the Secondary World does more than simpty

disrupt and confound. Findtey's use of his own stylized Secondary World with its

supernatural elefüe'nts in the text seeks to undermine our own comrpt version of the

established order: western patriarcþ, the historical subjugation of women and animals,

religious firndamentatisrn, totalitarian politics, violence, and generalþ male ways of looking

at and controlling the world coming ûom the whole Judaeo-Christian cr¡ltr¡re.

lvith fhis in minq the Genesis story's paradigm declines. Findley superimposes his

own version of the supernahral in the text. A new flood is in the works; consequentþ

Findley will offer an antedituvian world in his own terms -- not the Bible's. The authorial

voice of fhe narrator is accepted as reality and offers background to the story rurfolding in

the novel. The narrator quickly builds int€glty and frankness. At the opening of the fi¡gt

chapter, the narrative voice instructs "...answers, in times like these, could onty be troubling

and thus were better left unknown." (7)

The supernah[al elements in Not Wanted On The Voyage are mr¡lti-faceted. On

one lwel the supernafrual serves a narrative firnction. A story that owes its origin ûo the

Genesis story will inevitably stuctrue a supernatural world. On another lwe[ it provides

Findley with the necessary range of characters to operate on alternating dime,nsions -
intermingling characters from both the primary and secondary worlds.
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According to Todorov, a supernatual motif provides fantastic texts with themes

that transcend the Primary World. In TodoroVs model, the text can now ap,proach ,,...the

existence of beings more powerfrrl than men." (110) The range between mind and matter

is widened since the supernahral furnishes a pretext for frequørt primåry World /
Secondary World transgressiots. The time and space ofthe supernatural world is not the

time and space of human life.

The very existence of supernattual beings such as genies and fairies allows for

isolated causality. The angel Lucifer becomes a woman and marries IIam. Eventually,

Lucy heþs the women to batile the human patriarchy. This causal series shows heaven

coming to earfl¡, and non-humans joining humans in a common goal. The physical world

and the spirihral world ínterpelretrate, and their fundamentat categories are mortified as a

result Moreover, themes of the supernatural further structue the relation between man

and his world. Freud calls this the perception-consciousness system. This perception

relates to a theme of vision - a faculty of seeing. Todorov states that the supematural texts

theme ofvision is a "...play of dream and rearify, mind and matter." (173)

Hence the human characters and their "sights" - that is, their perception-

consciousness systems -- are modified by supernattual elements in the text. This

supernatural penefuation altels the tale as the reader must grasp its purpose. The fallen

angel Lucifer, now Lucy, according úo smith, acts as a freedom fighter for "human

oppressionu. 3 Her iconoclastic enhance into ttre political af,en¿ is achiwed by entering the

Primary World in disguise and marrying Ham -- a human being.

As alluded to before, Findley's story scrutinizes the patriarcþ's shanglehold. In

much the same way, the novel is a larger statement for the oplnession and seryitude in

contemporary society to this same patriarchal force. From the beginning there is an

intimation of apoca[ypse when the narrator states that'...in times like these" (7), "...the

order of things had become rurtringed" (24) and that there wero fires ....burning in the

Cities"'(22) The rivers are polluted and the world is rife with violence and prejudice
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shown through Noalt's son Japettr, who returns humiliated from the cit¡r "...naked and blue

and almost silent'. (23)

The reader discor¡ers that Findtey's pseudo-biblical frame is situated after The Fall

but before The Flood. Literatures of many countries abound with mythical creatures in

this period of historical ambþity. Findtey plays on this notion as we see the world of
fairies, dernons, and angels to be commonplace before the flood in a world that looks much

like a Southern Ontario farn. Keith addresses this notion by suggesting that Findley, like

Mlton in Paradise l-ost, rewrites the story of The Fall for his own times. Keifh suggests

Findley

...expands the account into a ñrll-lengfh work...weaving anachronisms, absurdities,
and parallels to the 1980s into ttre very fab'ric of his fictive vision...crerttrg] *
imaginative and (in a literal sense) antedilwian world. Theologicalþ, itl a fallen
world but also one ofriclg invsntive fantasy, a world peo,pled by "Éaeries",
dragons, demons, angels, and unicoms, a world where,lambs can sing and animals
can communicaûe $¡ith human beings as well as with each ofher. a

An antediluvian world has capfured mankind's attention and imagination for centuries.

With that world were assumptions about the flood's origins, its effects, and ultimateþ how

the postdilwian world was changed. Donna Pennee notes fhat ou history cannot be

tusted to a singfe set of uwordsu and that the Genesis story itself is mereþ another text:

Though the fact of a flood at some point in the planet's history lies behind the flood
story of all peoples, the Genesis text remains like them orily a creation of marL a
text, words. s

Findley plays with this notion of "testament" and "scriptr¡f,e" as a man-made

creation instead of a divineþ inspired text. And he,noe the novel is a searoh for a sum total

meaning of that existence. Woodcock asserts that this search for tuth in scriptrue is not

just Findley's preoccupation :

...the Gnostics recognized the startting differences of tone and spirit between the
New and old Testame,nts, an4 while they did not delry the hisdricity of the Old
Testament narrative, they decided that its cruel, ve,lrgefrrl, and t5rannical deity,
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Jehovatr or Yahweh, could not be the true God. On the basis of their Old
Testameirt readings they concluded that the ph5nical world was evil. 6

Ætd ironicalþ the supernatural figrre of Yahweh himself - in Findteyesque fashion - adds

his own warning against human interpretation of words when he recails the words of a

rabbi. Yahweh warns his subjects of

...the dangers that lie in words...in the iqiudicious and incautious use of words, in
the prideful use of words; those words that even We do not utter, lest We bring
Creafion úo a halt -- or cause it to veer down some da¡kened channel from which it
might not be retrieved. (99)

In much fhe same way that words can become befi.rddled, so too can signs. Of course,

Findley utilizes Noatr to mis-read the signs as he is the exemplary assþer of rules and

meaning -- the sþ master of his own patriarchal hoþ war. After a peacock fans its tail

and then sings its song, Noah feels that a srgn from God is being sent -- so the slaugþter of
a sacrificial lamb is his response. What is a regular ocorurence on the farm turns into a

sþ for sacrifice according to Noah:

The peacocþ stitl maintaining the display of his tail, now lifted his head very high
on his neck and gave apiercing scre¿lm. "You see?" said Doctor Noyes. "By wry
sign and stgn4 my decision is confirmed." He smiled but had to drãw the smile
back against his wooderi teetlr, which had almost fallen out of his mouth. (13)

Noah continues this tyrannic stronghold on all wents and people. When lv6s.

Noyes scolds Noah for making l{am kill üre lamb -- since this küing contavened [Iam's

scie'lrtific princþles - she is rebuffed. Noah chortles ulm sick of [Iam and his scie,nce"

and adds "...the onþ principles that matter here, madan¡ are ritual and nadition." (13) Of
col¡rse, lrfrs. Noyes responds to this ludicroru edict by verbalþ exposing the undermining

pr¡nctple ¿t work in the novel. Findley's key paradigm -- Noatr as oligarchy -- is exposed

when Mrs. Noyes decrees "...the onty princrples that matter here are yorus." (13)
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Lorraine York points out that Noatr deliberates not on$ by modes of signification

through the signifier / signified relationship, but also in binary modes of opposition. York

cites an instance where binary opposition is taking place in the politics of Noah's planning:

As earty as the famity "treat5r conference' (208), Mrs. Noyes realizes that Noah's

thinking has reverted exclusiveþ to the binary mode: "He was drawing a line

betweeir thenL" she thinks, "right down the centre of the table, we and fhee, ...us

and thøn...four and four make ei!ht". 7

And his binary oppositioning is intentional as lvlrs. Noyes soon realizes. She realizes the

other fou of the binary opposition -- Noah's olþarchy -- had already beur given a

privileged briefing about the Ark beforehand. When Noah says "draw closer" it is onþ her

side of the table that draws closer. Clearþ the "us and them" opposition has implications

fhat wen lv{rs. Noyes couldn't have imagined after the Ark is launched. That binary pegs

the Lower Order versus Noah's olig¡rcþ.

Findtey is offering an ærtedilwian society that places little value on beauty or life.

But alongside this brutal order the Lower Order seeks to imp,rove the future. That

textualized "lower order" soon proves to be a misnomer, for they consist of the common-

serue feinales, both human and anima[ who guruineþ dream of - and strive for -- a better

world. Findley supplants the Lower Order as the rational, enlþþæned and reasoning

individuals. These logical characters oppose the malsvolent established order set up by Dr.

Noatr Noyes as the na¡rator empathizes with Mottyl the cafs bewilderment at Dr. Noyes'

evil ways:

Hadn't Doctor Noyes set himself abovo everyone else? lladn't he blinded hefl
fladn't he killed her children? Hadnt he sentenced his wife to the life of a
prisoner? Iladn't he turned away the Faeries and all those countless animals? (279)

The vision of a hoþ war is now firmly established and with iq the autocratic

dictatorship that Noah propagates - ofte,ntimes with a subjugating hand. Yet the scope

and purpose of thç hoþ war falls apart when the reader sees the foundations of Noah's
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belief systun. The main proprietor of the belief systørç Noah, is an elderþ male paüiarch

-- who beseeches a visiting Yahweh on tor¡r around the world. According to Nicholsor¡

Noah's persona is indicative of cultures "who profess to take the Bible literally" s th¡ough a

sort of selective choosing of edicts.

When Yahwehvisits the Noyes fanr¡ on a world toru of his people, he comes pre-

empted by a messenger dove that dies. Thus, the notion of God coming from the

Secondary World to the Primary World evokes a confrrsing reaction. The essence seems to

be decay and death rather than life-giving. Elizabeth Seddon describes God's degenerate

role in Findley's text as

...that of a dotty, cranþ grandfather who does not have much time for Noah's
wife. He comes to dinner at the Noyes'household, rEminiscent of Gab'riel's visit to
the earthly Paradise of Mlton's Adam and Eve...g

Donna Pennee sees that God in this text is merely looking for a little respect and attention.

He anives with his entouage and marvels at the beauty of Noyes'farm because he has just

come from the City where his caravan was pelted with eggs. For the time being - and the

nahre of this visit is explicated by Pennee -- he feels dissatisfaction but not vørgence. It is

a result of Noah's willftt and arbitrary reading of signs that the mention of retribution wsn

comes up in the conversation - Noah presupposes that Yahweh would want to "punish"

mankind. The idea clearþ is not God's, but Noatr's. The text dcscribes Yahweh's feeling

this way:

Elsewhere - and werywhere! .- Or¡rvoice has been drowned with derision and We
have been h¡med away with geshues ofviolence and rudeness beyond your
imagining. Cries of "Go Homet" and uGet Out!* and "Iæave Us Alone!" have beeri
the single order of the day...What He wanted - and all He wanted -- rryari a haven
until He recovered....(90)

Pennee suggests that t5picatly the archetSpal Noah figure functions as a Bibtioalþ

enculturated voice, whose language is scripture and whose life's goal is to appease a

vengeful God. Instead of functioning on a relational lwel -- as two figures sitting face-[o-
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face as is the case here -- Noah maintains that hierarchical contortion in wery word and

deed. Pennee speaks of that hierarchical relatioræhip in this way:

His subjects having been intoduced to anticipate the wishes of authority (and in a
display of how we contextualize and anticþate meaning), fill in ...His speech....ro

Hence Findlqy's creation of Noah -- and his supernatrual relationship with Yahweh

-- syrnbolizes Todorot's manfestation of the supernatural as ær experience of limits. This

state of supsrnatural constituents restructrues the relation betwesn man and his world. In

TodoroVs model of fictioq the supernatural sewes a "social function" (163). According to

Todorog the reader will better comprehend man's motives as he interacts in supernatural

situations. 'We 
see how Noah interacts with the physical manifestation of Yahweh and

ludicrousþ twists words and signs to figure into his established order. Thc death of God -
in his physical body - is the largest conspiracy of all as onþ Mottyl and N{rs. Noyes

acknowledge his death on a relational level wh€,Ír they see the flies buzzngaround the

corpse.

The complex use of the supernatual disturbs the Primary World. Here, in Not

Wanted On The Vo]¡age, the characters aÍe forced to accept the world in the o14

patiarchal teÍns. Not Wanted On The Vo]¡age confronts the ultimate speche of the

annihilation of all life and concludes that firttrer generation would onty gþe the victory to

the barbarians. Ndrs. Noyes realizes, afrer interacting with the supeinattual world and being

sent into The Flood ttrat the regime of barbarians

...will never end. The voyage will nwer, nsver end. ,{nd if it does...She prayed.
But not to the absent God. Nwer, never again ûo the abse,lrt God, but úo the absent
clouds, she prayed. And to the empty sþ. She prayed for rain. (352)

Give,n N{rs. Noyes'belief that brutality will exist as long as humans are in control of the

world, it is not surprising that she comes to wish for The Flood to continue and guarantee

an e'lrd to the existe'nce of humanity. I\d¡s. Noyes is given the last words in the book by the
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iltrrator and she sums up the despair the characters feel. She wants The Flood to wipe out

werything -- all of barbarous humanity. Her final prayer is, sardonically, for rain.

Themes of the supernaflual are crucial to the message that Nof Wanted On The

Voyage espouses. The oppression of the patriarchy comes out full force by use of the

supernattual. Related to this, according to Findley himself in an interview with Barbara

Gabrie[ the story of the Faeries is "...very much allied to the idea of the force of the

imagination.,.the imagination to do the dangerous fhing." rr The reader realizes that Noah

kills imagination because he kills the Faeries. Ki[ing the supematural is analogous to killing

free-thinking.

Domestic power relations hardty seefiui a supernatural theme -- as we witness in the

Noyes clan. After alt this is only one family's story. Yet, under$ing this, fhere is a larger

global perspective of historical maleness and relþious fimdament¿lism. Nicholson states

the reader draws many necessaqy revelations by the tale of the Noyes clan. He asserts the

reader rurderstands there are

...two kinds of reþion: relþion as phallogocenûic hierarchy that sees itself as
outside of the life cycle, and in conftol of it; and an oppositional spirituality that is
dramatically different...A decented spirituality demands a decenúed politics, a
decentred a4 a decentred cosmolory; a de- and re'construction of social relations
generatl¡r. tz

Yet without the supernatural as a part of man's social relations, the text loses its ability to

satirize. TodoroVs model which shows fhe supernatural as a catalSrst for social relations

deals appropriateþ with questions in the text. Specificalþ, the text criticizes man-made

regulations: politics, reþion and spiritual guidance, and Judaeo-Christian heritage.

Høtce, Not Wanted On The Vo]¡age is concerned with the relationship between

cultural maleness and violence. When Noatr performs an impromptu olitoridectomy on

Emma, the reader is sent reeling as Emma is poked with the unicorn's horn. Noa[ while

probing Emma's vag&4. sa14s "...no wonder the poor boy cant get in...a pin could hardty
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phallogocentric socio-politic. With the Noyes clan embarking for a new world on the Ark,

little hope is offered on the horizon. When Àírs. Noyes prays for rain in the final text of

the novel, the reader senses the postdilwian world witl be just as barbaric. With Noah as

helmsman of the Ark and r¡surper of the new postdilwian world, lr{rs. Noyes tragicatty

knows that history will repeat itself.
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Todorov notes flnt authors of fantastic fiction have always been interested in the

struchuing of the relation between humans and the world. Humanity's relationship E¡ith its

own world -- as described in fiction -- confributes to the grouping of texts with similar

themes. A person with an excess of hubris, for example, sparks the classical Greek

tragedy. A person with humour and cleverness propels the comedy. Though both gøues

were created through human relationships to fhe world, the genre exists as a form through

the expectations of plo! theme, and character.

Textual worlds make themsefues known in avariety of ways. One assumption is

that the world they present is like the one the reader experiences every day. The world

these texts create is a familiar one, so most authors neglect to explain the implicatiorx of an

ontological na¡rative. In Kroeßch's What The Crow Sai4 however, the world set in the

text differs radicalþ ûom the weryday world of the reader.

The fantastic genre must have some fluid boundaries to account for texts that go

beyond the norms of est¿blished fiction. Texts predicated on twists of the ontolory require

a reader to suspend q¡pical reactions to structrucd texts of fiction. In Kroetsch's What The

Crow Sai4 the text defies normal conventions of fiction. Kroetsch's text must be seen as a

metafictional geffe - which Todorov addresses in his theory of adaptation. Kroetsch's

paradigms bend the generic nrles of fiction. Indeed, a major concern of metafiction is the

natue of fiction itself; the process by which fiction m¿kes its staúernents. A metafictional

text is an elaborate working out of a g¡une -- in playing out its own game it is

characteristically self-refl exive.

In TodoroVs model, the game rwofues around constitutive rules. In metafiction the

rules evolve as the text woþes, and the deveþment of those rules is the constitutive rule.

What The Crow Said operates under thi¡ method. The nonns of fiction may be ttrought of
as a series of signals that leads the text to follow a certain path. When an author employs

certain conventions or patterns, he dweþs a framework whereby he challenges a reader

to make choices. There are two options for the reader: firsq a reader m¿y see a clue and
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react ûo it in a way characteristic of the expectations of a certain genre, or else, the reader

may see the convention as being used hyperbolicalþ or ironicalþ within the given context

and will see it operating stuictly as a dwicc of the genre. kony and hlperbole act as

tiggers for closer attention to the mechanisms of text and to the convsntionality of the

üaditional pattem.

Kroetsch has discovered this game the world of fiction plays. He composes ¿ text

in response to the norïIts of ûction. Kroetsch's composition manifests an altemate

ontological system. Kroetsch's complex ontolory gives the reader the means by which he

may come to know the altemate world offered him wiftin a blurred vision of the text. In

other words, the problun confronting the author is an ontological one. The reader is

invited to become a participant in an impossible game. The reader should know that

principles of the Primary World are being contravened; to make sense of this new

Secondary World requires an alerfiness to supernaflual events. The Secondary World

extends past human experience -- past a reader's known world.

For example, the fi¡st se¡rtence of Franz Kafl<a's Metamorphosis marks a totally

bizarr:e world that is definiteþ not like the Primary World:

As Gregory Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams he found himself
transformed in his bed into a gigantic insect. t

rìkewise, Kroeßch sets up the first senteirce in @ to establish an

immediate entrance to the Secondary World. As is the case with Kafka's oswre, Kroetsch

contravencs the Primary World, offering an altem¿te ontolory in the svmt of Vcra Lang's

impregnation:

People years later, blamed werything on the bees; it was the bees, they said
seducing Vera Lang, that started werything...it was all becar¡se one afternoon in
April the swarming bees found Vera Lang asleep, there in a patch of wild flowers
on the edge of the valley...into silence she lay transfixed as deattr, the bees
hunching headlong into the first resistance of her blond pubic hairs....z
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The game Kroetsch plays is an intellectual act. It forms the basis of the exchange between

reader and writer. The verisimilitude that Kroetsch develops forces ontological questions

in the text. Without thenq the reader will be unable to understand the Seconda¡v World

the text invites him to encorurter.

Eric Rabkin feels that the world of fantastic fiction must be intsmalty consisteirt and

follow the rules the author sets up -- an interchange between Primary and Secondary

Worlds.¡ In fantastic fictior¡ fhe author must include realistic elements of the Primary

World. If an author were to present onty ttre Secondary world exclusiveþ, areader would

not have the tools to understand it. A reader corfd not ideirtis an object in the Secondary

World if there wasn't a similar thing in the Primary World to which to relate it. Througþ

the process of analory, a reader learns the "language" of a text by relating its patterns to

those they alreaûy know and by deciding if the new world is similar to or different from the

Primary one they know.

Once a reader Enters the ontolory created by the author, he must come to terms

with a central issue governing both his responses to, and his understanding o4 the text. In

one way or anofher, the reader must account for the "T!ùy" of the fictive world he has

mtered; he must be able to answer to his satisfaction why evørts and characters are shaped

in ways contrary to people and events he encounteß every day. If the author has fulfilled

his part of the contract with a reader, the rationale for what characters do and why the

fantastic world operates as it does will be found in the fext. Recognizing that a text's

ontological structure exists apart from the Primary World is the first step in categorizing

fant¿stic fiction. The complex task comes, howwer, in understanding what confuols the

text's altered ontological qnstem and in identifying the texh¡al elements the author uses to

shape and define the Secondary World.

Structuralist critics beliwe fhat one part of the act of reading involves making

implicit comparisons between the ontolory of the text and that of the reader's own Primary

World. A reader's onfolory is formed from experience and knowledge of his own milieu as
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well as from his understanding of the historical past. These two perspectives may work in

rurison or m¿y afford a reader dtfferent perspectives from which ûo interpret the text.

Readers, however, have been conditioned to expect conclusive sûatemøús, resolution of
conflicts, and solutions to problems. When ambiguities rearnain unexplained the

conventional reader finds it difficult to interpret the metafictional world. kr dealing with a

metafictional text, however, the reader must discard his conventional notions of what a text

is expected Ûo do, what a reader should realisticatty expect to accomplistq and what the

natrue of a metafictional text's vision is.

Metafiction deals as much with the act of writing of oreating as it does with the

singUlar text. Metafiction calls attention to itself, to its existence as a text; in this respect it
is said to be self-referential. Metafiction calls attention to its world as one whose existørce

isverymuchsetapartfromfhePrimuryWorld of areadc¡, Areadermustfi¡st realizethat

the structure of the metafictional text implies that fhere are rules to violate, and second,

what those rules are. A work of metafiction rnay appear to describe a comprehensible

ontolory af first, but that world rapidty ûrns into one about which a reader cannot be

certain. Metafiction forces a reader to recognize the text as a text, as a sþ system made

up of component parts and assembled according to some plan. h fhis case, howwer, the

plan excludes the establishment of ontological certainty.

In metaûctior¡ a reader struggles to determine what the ordering pattem of the

text's ontolory might be, but the struchre of the text prwents him from making a

conclusive judgement. And, instead of becoming more predictable as it moves toward its

conclusior¡ a metafictional text remains as puzzling and elusive at its final paragraph as it
was in its first. We naturally assume the narrator -- or storyteller - is speaking honestly to

us. But any expectation the rcaÅfr might hold that the narrative voice will lead him on his

quest to understand this world are soon disappoinûed. Metafiction, therefore, succeeds in

extending the generic range past texts dealing strictly with the presentation of a Secondary

World whose causal principles and ontologr ditror markedþ from those of the primary
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World to those who somehow manage to distort the familiar world of an implied reader

and call into question the ways in which he comes to the seemingty "familiar" world of the

text. In other words, with metafiction the genre undergoes a significant tansformatior¡

shifting the primary focus ûom questions of ontolory (what do I know?) to questions of

epistemolory (how do I know what I know?).

Met¿fiction's ability to incorporate epistemological paradoxes within the genre

forces a reader to accept an ontolory in which single explanations do not exist for the

events that take place within the text. By doing so, such texts also insist that the reader

calls into question the methods by which he has confronted the fictive world. In other

wotds, epistemological arnbiguity also faces the reader. The metafictional text ultimateþ

pushes one back to the text's own congruities -- facing the reality of an irreconcilable

solipsism.

Ivfary Ellen Bartl¡ in her discussion on metafictior¡ discusses TodoroVs idea that

what he calls nnatural and rurnatural laws" determine whether a work belongs to fhe

uncanny geffe or the ma¡velous geffe. Her thesis studies a wide variety of texts and

establishes fheir nahre tluot¡gh a series of categories, which she illustrates in diagram form.

While incorporating TodoroVs theory in her thesis -- whether a text is uncanny (natural) or

man¡elous (unnatural) - Barth seeks to explain this relationship. Barth constructs the

binaries of tmcanny / natural and mawelous / unnatural in a diagram as follows:

NATURAL LAWS UNNATURAL LAWS

rational sciences versus irrationat sciences (alchemy/magic)

taditional sciences versus super:ratrual and black magic

socio-historical frames versus mythological ûames
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Howevor, in Wh¿t The Crow Sai4 the factor to consider in Barth's paradigmatic diagram

is the socio-historical frame ven¡us the myttrological frame. Kroetsch's interest in western

myth oversh¿dows the fantastic went -- any rurnatural act is athibuted to Bigffie's
mythical quality' In her diagrarL Barfh's remaining categories are most concerned with

science fiction that is not applicable to K¡oetsch's text.

Kroetsch works to undermine traditional notiorx of the novel. Critics such as peter

Thomas call What The Crow Said a prototlpe for the Baklrtinian novel -- tSpifying the

posftnodern fimhouse. Atluding to Bakhtin's theory of the carnivalesque, Thomas cites

K¡oetsch's use of the hidden and subversive text. Kroetsch's motives, ther4 clearly favour

fhe anti-novel and embrace an anti-establishment outlook. Peter Thomas asserts fhat

Kroetsch denies the conventions of the novel in favot¡r of the oral tale:

Fmat me crow sai¿] is the least compromising book Kroetsch has written, the
one fr¡rthest from novelistic haditioq which it a;tivety seeks to subvert. It owes
more to the oral tale of wonder than to the Rise of the Novel....s

Since What The Crow Said's agenda is the 'plot against the plot" o, it requires Todoroys

theory of adaptation to accommodate its deshuctured plot.

What The Crow Said disallows resolution of ontological and epistemological issues

- it remains always in the sphere of fhe secondary world. Todoror/s theory of adaptation

cnables a reader to accept the world of the text as çntirety btaneand to accept an at¡pical

closure. The ordering and structure of What The Crow Said dispels any notion of
resolution' Thougþ plot is an artifioial oonstruot in aty work of ñctiorq the temporal and

causal princþles still connect the action. Unifying incidents are conspicuousþ absent in

What The Crow Said. In What The Crow Said the seasons are oonfi¡s€d. It may be

swnme'Í and then winær at the turn of a se,ntence. That season may last ye¿ìrs, or a couple

of minutes. Martin Lang freezes to death on horsoback in the middls of June. people are

reduced to archetypes; yet those archetSpes defy meaning or purpose in the text as they
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would in other worla of fiction. One of the Lang gds throws a ball against the barn walt --

and does this throughout the novel with no causal principle attached ø it.

For me¡r marriage is quickþ followed by death. Liebhaber's opinion of the world

reinforces chaos: he staûes n...no man cor¡ld be certain of anyttring on this lunatic, spun

and dying planet" (207) Women hold the real power in Bigknife. Atl the white men (ryer

age nineúeen are placed on the "Indian T ist" for drinking. yet Joe Lighhing; a native in the

municipality of Bigknife, is sober. Kroetsch is stereotyping the stereotlpe. Relþion and

history are equalþ distorted as competing theories of existence are offered simply as a free-

for-all. Metaphysics is parodied in "the war between the earth and the sky".

Liebhaber is cr¡rsed by Gutenberg the inventor of fixed t¡pe. Liebhaber as editor

of the newspap€,r "...watched his fingers as if...they were not his own." (15) Kroetsch

makes a statement about langu4ge as malediction. The prinúer is trapped in an unending

battle that Gutenberg once started. Liebhaber rwolts against wïiting. The newspaper

pages are left blank, graphicalþ exposing a "..,language yielding to silence". z Liebhaber

revolts against "...the vast novel that all the printers in the world were gallantly writing for

Gutenbeqg's ghost." (73) Liebhaber remembers the funue instead of the past -- temporal

principles are thrown out. Liebhaber feels üap'ped by Gutenbeqg's "vast desþ' (116) to

write the past, so he remembers the fr¡tr¡re instead, feeling better that at least "...the

futtue.. just bareþ, was free of Gutenberg....' (116)

Skandl's biblical tower of Babe[ called a tower of "babble" instead, is an example

of Kroetsch's fantastic text. The men are desperate to assert their dwindting masculinity;

the tower is an effort to reinsert the phallus into Bigknife. The tower of Babel is also a

means to beseech heaven and üanscend the unbearable earth. Further, fhe tower's name of

"babble" refers to fhe men's language being reduced to cawing like crows at fhe Schmier

game. (87)

Tiddy determines the men n...af,e trying to get to heaven". (50) They fly, they get

shot out of cannons, they build ffying machines. They are ûying throrgh the air looking fo
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heaver¡ yet they always fall to their own deaths. kr this incoherelrt fiction, fhese wents

distort any semblance of kmporal or causal unity. Time is elastic. Seasons and years go

by unknowingly or they l¿st an eternity. Ternporal unity is reduced to timelessness. Some

people age rapidly and others not at all. And the reasons are rmknowable. Time is so

distorted tlnt "...citizens of the town, because of secession moves, claimed to be on

Mountain Standârd Time." (lll)

Causal principles in the text rernain unknowable when the reader considers the

characters'paroxysllls and the distorted nature of their lives. The text sketches an expose

of ñmbling men who ûy to stay alive and not surrender to the real power brokers of the

municþality -- the women. Vera lang's famous axiom nmen are a bunch of useless

bastards" echoes through fhe text. Christine Jackman states that males in What The Crow

Said are reduced to morons who "...stnrggle against deatlq domesticity, and closure.,,8

They fight using boundaries, structures, language, and philosophies. The fantastic text is

underlied by attempts to understand life through speculative and superficial theories.

Father Basil theorizes about the ideal condition of n...total inanimateness for the e¡rtire

univelse." (137) Liebhaber rationalizes winning immortality by spec¡lating "...might not

death too, one day, get sick of everything and die?" (131) Bigknife is devoid of ternporal

or oausal principles - leaving the fantastic world to run its courue. Christine Jackman notes

"...the ease, the purely natural wayrt e the fantastic world fiurctior¡s in What The Crow

Said. Todorovnotes in his theory of adaptation tlut the fantastic can "...swallow the entire

world of the book and the reader along with it.' ro Kroetsch's text so eastty accedes to the

Secondary World that the fantastic world is no longer foreþ to a reader - it is presumed-

A reader can now read the text knowing the tnre nature of Kroetsch's fantastic

world. The Secondary World - that extends past human experience - will influe,nce how

a reader reacts to the disintegrating text. All wents dissofue toward death for me,n -- that

consistørcy remains true. Liebh¿ber survives dearh and makes love to Tiddy, but she
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reduces him to a single representative of "...evety man who had wer loved her." (214)

Liebhaber is content to finalþ beat Skandl in competing for Tiddy's sex. But the victory is

worthless since "...afrer all, he is only dying.. (21S) He is the u...final male, horny ûo die.u

Hence, in What The Crow Sai4 wo are working with a fant¿stic text that is volatile

and chaotic. The text bacþrounds the events of ttris distorted world. The distinction must

be made here that the events in What The Crow Said correlate with each other to produce

dissolution -- not closure. Eveirts in the text of What The Crow Said differ categoricalþ

from the t¡pe of events found in the fiction that Todorov extrapolates in his uncanny-

marvelous scale. And so TodoroVs theory of adaptation - which discusses texts fhat

"swallow up the entire world of the book and the reader" -- offels an alternate vision to

study the text. As noted temporal and causal principles are thrown out. Forhrnateþ,

Kroetsch offers counsel in The Crow Journals. He states ttrat in the text of What The

Crow Said a reader is gven onþ the "hard core of detail." lt

This core of detail offers cohesion to a text where wents have no causal or

temporal princþles. The text derives a kind of "meaning"'from the core of detail. When

Vera I^ang announces spontaneousty and frequurtly in the text that "men are a bunch of

useless bastards", this detail confributes meaning fo the gverall dynamics of the text where

male characters sureþ prove her right. Old Lady Lang has her own a,xioms that contibute

meaning to the text. Shç is described as always wearing "...a black df,ess", caused by her

"...endless mourning not at any particular death but at the inevitable absence." (10)

Perhaps she is lame'lrting the very absence of meaning in life -- this conhibutes to the text's

ontolory because characters always want to discuss questioru of a solipsistic nature. Old

Lady Lang admits that existence "...is too sad" and shc always says "I don't want to think

about it' Thematically, Kroetsch's fantastic text confronts the question of man's existence

in much the same way that old Lady lang laments existence in her speech.

Kroetsch's hard core of detail sewos a syntactic purpose by framing wents.

Paroxysms in the toxt all have a purpose. Witnessing any of the t^ang girls lusting afrer a
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husband - whether he's an inmate in a prison or a seminarian of a church - speaks of

unceasing human desire. The schmier game's purpose seems r¡nclear -- it shows onþ that

the men want to play cards above anyttring else. Incidentally the game does save Jerry

I^apanne from death since the players mânage to detain Marvin Shaw, his hangman.

Futher, Father Basil suggests the money might pay offthe church debt when the game

moves to the church basement. Howwer, the fant¿stic four month game of schmier makes

the men realize something first and forernost: "...they knew...those men, shrdying their

cards.'.they knew there was no meaning anywhere in the world." (94) This core of details

about the schmier game conshucts a coherence: though only when a reader finalty realizes

the novel's statement focuses on man's rurknowable existence. In What The Crow Said

everits occupy the space of man's uncertain existence -- succinctly that is what the novel is

about. Kroetsch's text addresses thematic concerns about man in relation to his world.

This fact alone leads to the realization that Kroetsch builds this text thematicalþ insûead of
typical narative structures.

Kroetsch is concisç in his statemenfs about What The Crow Said. He is mindfut of
stuctual theory and seeks to create a fa¡rtastic text wlike anyttring found in contemporary

fiction. The text decomposes instead of composing; ttre text un¡urmes instead of naming;

the text r¡ntells instead of te[ing. When areader considers the text mindful of its

incongruity, he adapts to it as Todorov suggests in his modet. The premises of TodoroVs

model in opposition to Kroetsch's form of unsfructuring compels a reader to adjust to

TodoroVs theory of adaptation. To explicate what a reader confronts in the text - and

how a reader adapts -- is the premise of Todorot's theory of adaptation.

In What The Crow Said the sheer number of inconsistencies relegates a reader to a

way of reading the text which confronts "...the world described [as] entireþ bizame, as

abnonnal...' 12 In Bigknife, a small prairie town somewhe,re on the Albeta-Saskatchewan

border, life ie supernatural all of the time. As Todorov alludes to in his adaptation theory,

"...what in the first world w¡N an exception here beoomes the rule." 13 There is a minimal
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recognition of Bigknife as a space somewhere. This gives a reader a locale to distinguish --

however convoluted it appears.

Moreover, the normal man is preciseþ the fantastic being: the fantastic becomes

the rule, not the exception. Liebhaber remembers the future. Vera Lang is impregnated þ
bees. A man missing one leg and his genitals impregnates Rose Lang. JG is born silent

and communicates with fhe crow instead of human beings. Skandt builds an ice rower

higher and hþþer into the air. Joe Lightning is the first person wer in Big hdian to marry

for lor¡e. These are just a few of the fantastic beings that make up fhe regular folk of the

municipality of Bigftnife. kr his Crow Journals, Kroetsch notes how he is concerned to

make the tall tale and the mythological part of the booþ at the same time maintaining a

"hafd core of detail" la

In the space, somewhere Bigknife seerns to exist. The narrator who we assume is

the only teller of the tall tale explains:

The Municipality of Bigknife lay ambiguousþ on the border between Alberta and
Saskatchewari; no one, due to a surveyor's error, had wer been able to locate
conchæiveþ where the borurdaries were supposed to be. The south end of the
municþatity beyond the poplar btutrs and fields of gaiq faded into bald prairie
and a Hutterite colony; the north endvanished into bush corxrtry and an hdian
reserve...the Bigknife river...divided the municipatity into two equat hatves. (36)

ThingÊ are further complicated by a sense that Bigknife does indeed have its own laws that

do not necessarily have a direct referent úo the Primary World. Kroetsch's communal third

person narrator gves litfle clue as ûo what laws actually exist in Bigknife. Howerrer,

wom€,Íl are not allowed into the beer parlour. But wen that is contested at fhe bar:

It was against the laws of the mrmicipality for a woman to e¡rter the beer parlour.
Tiddy Lang was standing behind her husband, behind Liebhaber, facing Skandl.
She lifted a scarf offher rcdhair and the snow fell on her husband's shoulders, fell
on Liebhabcr. "someone must take a $rife," she added....(lS)
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Father Basil adds to the hilarity of lawless havoc because he represents the

organized chruch and is activeþ engaged throughout the text in becoming an apparent

authority of law. He pronounces:

Yesterday morning...I werit out to start my car...[a]ny fool cor¡ld see that the car
had...[s]quare wheels...The world...lacks srrfEcient centrifirgal force to maintain its
roundness. (52)

In response to this confirsing state of affairs, Father Basil announces that "...the sprocket

wheel of being is jammed...The bult pinion of existence has jumped the heifer gear of

eternity." (53) Father Basil continues to lament the unknowable state of the world in his

ownvemacula¡.

The existence of some of Bigknife's citizenry are used to reflect multiplicity --

characteristic of Kroetsch's text. Tidóy n¿rmes Liebhaber: "Child. Hr¡sband. Son. Brother.

Old man. Friend. Heþer. Enemy. Lover." (218) But he is also farmer, hockey referee,

paper editor, cattle b,reeder, politici¿n, and town drunkard. If Liebhaber's existence is

multi-facete4 GladJ4s Lang's existsnce is certainþ cuious in another way:

Glaóys loved ûo th¡ow a balt against the wall and catch it when it bounced back.
She was like that in adolescence, and had beEn ûom earþ childhood. Some days
the endless thumprng of a ball against Tiddy's bedroom wall, against the barn door,
against a granary or a car shed neady drove the others insane. When Gladys was
upset, or hap,py, or de'pressed or mereþ bored or something else, or nothing she
took her ball and went outside and began to tfuow it and catch it. 'When sheìaw
the puck þing unguarded on the ice she wanted to pick it up and throw it against
tho boards and see if it would bounce for her, see is she could catchit. (72)

Temporal laws of nafure in Bigknife are equalty as confounding. Skandl "...cant

cut ice because it's almost sünm% and cant sell ice because it's almost winter.u (17) It

seelns time is darting arorurd the text and Liebhaber is apt to rsmsmber the funue and

others forget the past:

Skândl, turning fierceþ from where he watched the doorway to the dining room,
reaching past tho coal oil h*p, aoross the table, úo touch Tiddy's hsnd. Ho
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repeated what he'd said the night before, and the night before that and the week
bsfore. And maybe fhe month before that too. He was losing tack. Everyone was
losing tack of time. (38)

Not onþ do the people lose tack of time, but so does nahue. The Lang household is

described as dead to nahre in the middle of a so-called summer. The disrupted season of

Biglctife is described this way: "...it was August first. The house was quiet as a tomb, for

no birds had come to that sutnmer.n (39) The elasticity of time is also apparent when

u...the people of the municipality of Bigknife corfd feel themselves, each day, growing

older" (55) and also when "...everyone was growing older by the hour." (156) Tønporal

wtity then is rurdemined. And with it, nature as the reader knows it in the Primary Worl{

does not exist in Bigknife.

Disunity then, is notabþ the rurdercurrent in lVhat The Crow Said. This schern¿

accomplished what Kroetsch intended. It disrupts struotural notions and relegates the text

to a fragmentariness that Krostsch zupporß in his definition of the nor¡el. Todoror/s idea

of reader adaptation where the text is "swallowed up" app,roaches the t5'pe of fiction

Kroetsch has wriücn. Like KafkE Kroetsch starß and ends with the supernatural -- which

disregards Todoroüs notion of intellectual hesitation in the text. Hoeppner states:

Pioaresque fictiorq because it does not give a structr¡red vision of life, tends to be
basicalþ antiphilosophical and antithematic because it focuses on details, on
surfaces, on fragme'nts, and on discontinuous and fleeting experiences and
reactions. rs

Edwards concurs on tht point offragmeirtariness, and adds ttnt the narrator is responsible

for preseirting a chaotic reality:

The omniscient narrator exeroises charactcristics of Coyote AÀlD Go4 with pow€r
to compress, make leaps backwards and forwards, predict and summarize, in ways
that dislocate linear progression and simple perspectives on temporal-spatial
relations. The shatery produces complex stuchues that invofue cyclical patterns,
the idea of time repeating itself and the pcnrasive sense of myth. What The Crow
Said ...is a novel about story-making, about the stories ttrat people create, brflshit
and beaufy that a¡ise from explorations of self and socioty; and within the linguistic
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play which deconsttrcts fixed definitions, character is as cerfain a concept, a literary
construc! as any other. 16

What the text ttren expressçs is a complex game in which Kroetsch is thc master rulç

maker. Edwards describes the activity in reading the text in a gaming analory:

We know enough about the rules to be in the game but we dont know enorgþ to
really play the game and tl¡afs where we're at...Endgames are complex, and
Kroetsch's comment implies his advocacy of a type of play...invotving writer, texl
and reader....17

Robert Kroetsch's ability to confound the conve,lrtions of fantastic texts along with

dismantling the struotrualist approach to the fant¿stic text has given him a unique position

in Canadian letters. According to Creelman, Kroetsch

...has resisted the ñrll impact of post-sftuchralisnr, but he has constructed a very
strong posfunodeln position from which he will continue to decenter and disrupt
Canadian traditions. te

Kroetsch beliwes that older conveirtions of na¡rative limits the scope of fantastic fiction.

In a personal interview with Lind¿ Kenyon he states:

...older conventioræ of narrative, real$1, were deceiving us about our world were
imposing a cohersnce that isnt therc and imposing limit¿tions tlnt aren't there as far
as I am concerned. le

Finally, Kroetsch submits that narrative should be uncertain because ttrat is what predicates

the tall tale and the westErn myttr. He states ttnt his fiction works in the act of n...asserting

itself as anecdote, as an uncertain historical tace, as m¡rth." zo Kroetsch's style in What

The Crow Said disallows clostue t¡prcal of other fantastic texts. To study What The Crow

Said in TodoroVs view requires his theory of adaptation -- onty an anatysis in these terms

oan account for the irreconcilable naflre of the text.
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